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n w xHere X is an open, nonempty convex subset of the Banach space L 0, T‘
of all n-dimensional vector-valued Lebesgue measurable functions, which
w xare essentially bounded, defined on the compact interval 0, T ; R, with
5 5the norm ? defined by‘
5 5 < <x s max ess sup x t , 0 F t F T ,Ž . 4‘ j
1FjFn
w x Ž . Ž . nwhere for each t g 0, T , x t is the jth component of x t g R , f is aj
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..real-valued function defined on X, g t, x t s g x t , and f t, x t s
Ž .Ž . mw xG x t , where g is a map from X into the normed space L 0, T of all1
Lebesgue measurable essentially bounded m-dimensional vector functions
w x 5 5defined on 0, T , with the norm ? defined by1
T
5 5 < <y s max y t dt ,Ž .1 H j
1FjFm 0
1 w xand G is a map from X into the normed space L 0, T .1
w xIn a companion paper 13 , we provided first-order necessary conditions
Ž . Ž .of optimality of both Fritz John FJ and Karush]Kuhn]Tucker KKT
types under nonsmooth assumptions.
In this paper, we aim at providing nonconvex sufficient conditions of
Ž .global optimality for CNP . We first prove the sufficiency of Fritz John
and Karush]Kuhn]Tucker conditions in the Lipschitz case, using the
Ž w xnotion of invex functions which has been introduced by Hanson 6 ; see
w x w x.also 5 and 12 . Later, we get more precise results under both Clarke
regularity and generalized convexity hypotheses. Finally, by using a gener-
w xalized Hessian, introduced by Cominetti and Correa 3 , we provide
second-order sufficient conditions of optimality.
wRelated results on the subject can be found, for example, in 7, 9, 10, 16,
x17 . Among these, maybe the best results regarding sufficient optimality
Ž . w xconditions for CNP have been provided by Zalmai in 17 for a problem
with smooth data. The other authors also treat smooth problems.
In our case, no differentiability is required. We allow functions to be
Lipschitz only in the second variable. Therefore, our results extend earlier
Ž .results on sufficient conditions of optimality for CNP .
This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 is devoted to recalling
some basic concepts. In Section 3, we present sufficient conditions of
optimality for the Lipschitz case. In Section 4, we discuss sufficient
conditions under the Clarke regularity assumption. Finally, in Section 5,
we give sufficient conditions for data that are of class C1, 1, defined
therein.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we fix some basic concepts and notation adhered to in
this paper.
Let Z be a Banach space and c : Z “ R be a locally Lipschitz function;
i.e., for each x g Z, there exist e ) 0 and a constant K ) 0, depending on
e , such that
< < 5 5c x y c x F K x y x ; x , x g x q eB ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
where B is the open unit ball of Z.
The Clarke generalized directional deri¤ati¤e of c at x in the direction of
0Ž .a given ¤ g Z, denoted by c x; ¤ , is defined by
c y q s¤ y c yŽ . Ž .
0c x ; ¤ [ lim sup .Ž .
sy“x
qs“0
Ž .The generalized gradient of c at x, denoted by ›c x , is defined by
² : 0›c x [ j g Z* : j , ¤ F c x ; ¤ ;¤ g Z . 4Ž . Ž .
Here, Z* denotes the dual space of continuous linear functionals on Z,
² : w xand ? , ? : Z* = Z “ R is the duality pairing. For more details, see 2 .
Ž . Ž .Let F be the set of all feasible solutions to CNP we suppose nonempty ,
i.e.,
w xF s x g X : g t , x t F 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I . 4Ž .Ž .i
Let V be an open convex subset of R n containing the set
n w xx t g R : x g F, t g 0, T . 4Ž .
w xWe assume f and g , i g I, are real functions defined on 0, T = V.i
Ž Ž ..The function t “ f t, x t is assumed to be Lebesgue measurable and
integrable for all x g X.
We assume that, given a g V, there exist an e ) 0 and a positive
w x Žnumber k such that ; t g 0, T , and ; x , x g a q eB B denotes the1 2
n.unit ball of R we have
< < 5 5f t , x y f t , x F k x y x .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Similar hypotheses are assumed for g , i g I. Hence, f t, ? and g t, ? ,i i
w xi g I, are locally Lipschitz on V throughout 0, T .
Ž .We can suppose the Lipschitz constant is locally the same for all
functions involved.
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n w xNow, assume x g X and h g L 0, T are given. The continuous Clarke‘
generalized directional deri¤ati¤es of f and g 's are given byi
G y q sh t y G y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 0f t , x t ; h t [ G x ; h t [ lim supŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
sy“x
qs“0
and
g y q sh t y g y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i0 0g t , x t ; h t [ g x ; h t [ lim supŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i sy“x
qs“0
w xa.e. in 0, T .
It follows easily from the assumptions that
0t “ f t , x t ; h t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . .
0t “ g t , x t ; h t , i g I ,Ž . Ž .Ž . .i
n w xare Lebesgue measurable and integrable for all x g X, and h g L 0, T .‘
Let U be a nonempty subset of Z and c : U “ R be a locally Lipschitz
Žfunction on U. The function c is said to be in¤ex at z g U with respect to
.U if there exists a function h : U = U “ Z such that
0c z y c z G c z ; h z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all z g U. We say that c is strictly in¤ex if the above inequality is strict
for z / z.
We also need to use an invexity notion in the continuous-time context.
n nLet U ; R be a nonempty subset of R and x g X. Suppose a given
w x w xfunction c : 0, T = U “ R is locally Lipschitz throughout 0, T . The
Ž . Ž . Ž .function c t, ? is said to be invex at x t with respect to U if there exists
n nŽ Ž . Ž .. w xh : U = U “ R such that the function t “ h x t , x t is in L 0, T‘
and
0 w xc t , x t y c t , x t G c t , x t ; h x t , x t a.e. in 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for all x g X. We say that c is strictly in¤ex if the above inequality is strict
Ž . Ž . w xfor x t / x t a.e. in 0, T .
3. LIPSCHITZ CASE
In this section we obtain global sufficient conditions of optimality for
Ž .CNP in the Lipschitz case without any convexity assumptions on the data.
Ž .More precisely, we prove the sufficiency of both Fritz John Theorem 3.1
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Ž .and Karush]Kuhn]Tucker Theorem 3.2 optimality conditions, under
Ž .invexity assumptions on the data of CNP .
Ž . Ž . ŽTHEOREM 3.1. Let x g F. Suppose that f t, ? is in¤ex at x t with
. w x Ž .respect to V throughout 0, T , and that, for each i g I, g t, ? is strictlyi
Ž . Ž . w x Ž Ž . Ž ..in¤ex at x t with respect to V throughout 0, T , with the same h x t , x t
mw xfor all functions. Suppose further that there exist l g R, l g L 0, T such0 ‘
that
m
T 0 00 F l f t , x t ; h t q l t g t , x t ; h t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH 0 i i
0 is1
n w x;h g L 0, T , 1Ž .‘
w xl G 0, l t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , 2Ž . Ž .0
w xl , l t / 0 a.e. in 0, T , 3Ž . Ž .Ž .0
w xl t g t , x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž .Then x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
Ž .Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that x is not optimal for CNP . Then
there exists x g F, x / x, such thatÄ Ä
T T
f t , x t dt - f t , x t dt. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÄH H
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since f t, ? is invex and for each i g I, g t, ? is strictly invex at x ti
w xthroughout 0, T , we have the inequalities
0 w xf t , x t y f t , x t G f t , x t ; h x t , x t a.e. in 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä
6Ž .
0g t , x t y g t , x t ) g t , x t ; h x t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Äi i i
w xa.e. in 0, T , i g I , 7Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . w xfor some h x t , x t . Because x g F and l t G 0 a.e. in 0, T for eachÄ Ä i
i g I, it is clear that
w xl t g t , x t F 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Äi i
Ž . Ž .Now from 2 ] 8 it follows that
T 00 ) l f t , x t ; h x t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÄH 0
0
m
0q l t g t , x t ; h x t , x t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ÄÝ i i
is1
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Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .which, with h t s h x t , x t , contradicts 1 . Therefore, we concludeÄ
Ž .that x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
Ž .Remark. From the above proof it is clear that if for each i g I, g t, ?i
Ž .is invex, and at least one of these functions, say g t, ? , is strictly invex atk
Ž . w xx t throughout 0, T such that the corresponding multiplier function l isk
w xnonzero on a subset of 0, T with positive Lebesgue measure, then the
assertion of the theorem remains valid.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let x g F. Suppose f t, ? , g t, ? , i g I, are in¤ex at x ti
Ž . w x Ž Ž . Ž ..with respect to V throughout 0, T , for the same function h x t , x t .
mw xSuppose, further, that there exists l g L 0, T such that‘
m
T 0 00 F f t , x t ; h t q l t g t , x t ; h t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH i i
0 is1
n w x;h g L 0, T , 9Ž .‘
w xl t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I , 10Ž . Ž .i
w xl t g t , x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž .Then x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let x g F be given. It follows from 10 and 11 that
w xl t g t , x t F 0 s l t g t , x t a.e. in 0, T , i g I.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Since for each i g I, g t, ? is invex at x t throughout 0, T and l t G 0i i
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .a.e. in 0, T , we have that l t g t, ? is also invex at x t throughouti i
w x Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .0, T for the same function h x t , x t . From the invexity of l t g t, ?i i
we obtain
0 w xl t g t , x t ; h x t , x t F 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Now, setting h t s h x t , x t in 9 , we get
T 00 F f t , x t ; h x t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
0
m
0q l t g t , x t ; h x t , x t dt. 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý i i
is1
Ž . Ž .Combining 12 and 13 we obtain
T 0f t , x t ; h x t , x t dt G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H
0
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The invexity hypothesis on f , together with the last inequality, implies
f x F f x .Ž . Ž .
Hence, because x g F is arbitrary, we can conclude that x is a global
Ž .optimal solution of CNP .
w x Ž .Remark. We proved in 13, Proposition 4.1 Theorem 5.1, respectively
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž ..that conditions 1 ] 4 9 ] 11 are necessary for the optimality of a point
x, without any assumption of invexity. Therefore, because of Theorems 3.1
and 3.2, these conditions are both necessary and sufficient for optimality.
4. CLARKE REGULARITY
In this section, we obtain global sufficient conditions of optimality for
Ž .CNP under generalized convexity and Clarke regularity assumptions. The
w xtheorems stated below generalize the smooth case by Zalmai 16 .
ŽNow, we recall the notions of Clarke regularity this notion is assumed to
.hold throughout this section and generalized convexities needed hereafter.
Let U ; Z be a nonempty subset of Z and c be a real locally Lipschitz
function defined on some open subset of Z containing the set U. We say
that c is Clarke regular at x g U if for all ¤ g Z, the usual one-sided
directional derivative of c at x in the direction ¤ g Z, denoted by
Ž . Ž . 0Ž .c 9 x; ¤ , exists and c 9 x; ¤ s c x; ¤ .
Ž .A function c is said to be pseudocon¤ex at x g U with respect to U if1
for all x g U,2
c 9 x ; x y x G 0 « c x G c x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1
Ž .A function c is said to be quasicon¤ex at x g U with respect to U if1
for all x g U,2
c x F c x « c 9 x ; x y x F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 1
mw xWe define the Lagrangean function L: X = R = L 0, T “ R by‘
m
T
L x , l ; l [ l f t , x t q l t g t , x t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH0 0 i i
0 is1
When l / 0, we can assume that l s 1 by normalizing the Lagrange0 0
Ž . Ž .multipliers. In this case we denote L x, 1, l by L x, l .
X Ž .In the sequel L x, l , l; h denotes the usual directional derivative ofx 0
nŽ . w x Ž .L ?, l , l at x in the direction h g L 0, T , and › L x, l , l means the0 ‘ x 0
Ž .generalized gradient of L ?, l , l .0
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Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽWe point out that conditions 1 ] 4 9 ] 11 in Theorem 3.1 Theo-
.rem 3.2 cannot be written in terms of the Clarke generalized gradient of
the Lagrangean function, in general. In this section, we show that under
the Clarke regularity assumption, it is possible. In fact, if f and g 's arei
XŽ . Ž .Clarke regular, then condition 1 is equivalent to L x, l , l; h G 0 forx 0
n w x Ž .all h g L 0, T and, therefore, 0 g › L x, l , l . Formally, we have the‘ x 0
following corollaries:
Ž . Ž . ŽCOROLLARY 4.1. Let x g F. Suppose that f t, ? is in¤ex at x t with
. w x Ž .respect to V throughout 0, T , and that, for each i g I, g t, ? is strictlyi
Ž . Ž . w xin¤ex at x t with respect to V throughout 0, T , with respect to the same
Ž Ž . Ž ..h x t , x t for all functions. Suppose, further, that there exist l g R,0
mw xl g L 0, T such that‘
0 g › L x , l , l , 14Ž .Ž .x 0
w xl G 0, l t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , 15Ž . Ž .0
w xl , l t s l , l t , . . . , l t / 0, a.e. in 0, T , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 1 m
w xl t g t , x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž .Then x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. Let x g F. Suppose f t, ? , g t, ? , i g I, are in¤ex ati
Ž . Ž . w x Ž Ž . Ž ..x t with respect to V throughout 0, T , for the same function h x t , x t .
mw xSuppose, further, that there exists l g L 0, T such that‘
0 g › L x , l , 18Ž . Ž .x
w xl t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I , 19Ž . Ž .i
w xl t g t , x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I. 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž .Then x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
The next result provides a global minimal criterion, in which we only
assume the Lagrangean function is invex in the first variable.
mw x Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let x g F. If there exists l g L 0, T such that x, l‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žsatisfies 1 ] 4 , and if the Lagrangean function L x; l is in¤ex at x with
. Ž .respect to F , then x is a global optimal solution of CNP .
XŽ . Ž Ž ..Proof. Condition 1 implies 0 F L x, l; h x, x ; x g F. From thex
invexity assumption on the Lagrangean, we obtain
L x , l F L x , l ; x g F.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .This inequality implies that f x F f x ; x g F, which finishes the proof.
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Next, we provide two results on the sufficiency of the Karush]Kuhn]
Tucker conditions. The first is obtained under the hypotheses of pseudo-
convexity on the objective function and quasiconvexity on the constraint
functions. The second result shows that global optimality is maintained if
we impose quasiconvexity on a certain function defined in terms of the
constraint functions g , instead of assuming quasiconvexity on the g 'si i
individually.
Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.4. Let x g F. Suppose f ? is pseudocon¤ex at x with
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Žrespect to F and that, for each i g I, l t g t, ? is quasicon¤ex at x t withi i
m. w x w xrespect to V throughout 0, T . If there exists l g L 0, T such that‘
0 g › L x , l , 21Ž . Ž .x
w xl t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I , 22Ž . Ž .i
and
w xl t g t , x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I , 23Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž .then x is a global optimal solution to CNP .
Proof. Since, for each x g F,
w xl t g t , x t F 0 s l t g t , x t a.e. in 0, T , i g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i i i
the quasiconvexity hypothesis implies
X w xl t g t , x t ; x t y x t F 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
and, hence,
T Xl t g t , x t ; x t y x t dt F 0 ; x g F. 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH i i
0 igI
Ž .Now, 0 g › L x, l impliesx
T X0 F f 9 t , x t ; x t y x t q l t g t , x t ; x t y x t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH i i
0 igI
; x g F. 25Ž .
Ž . Ž .From 24 and 25 we conclude that
T
f 9 t , x t ; x t y x t dt G 0 ; x g F.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
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Since f is pseudoconvex at x, the last inequality implies
f x F f x ; x g F.Ž . Ž .
Ž .Therefore, x is a global optimal solution to CNP .
Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 4.5. Let x g F. Suppose f ? is pseudocon¤ex at x with
m. w x Ž . Ž . Ž .respect to F . If there exists l g L 0, T such that x, l satisfies 21 ] 23 ,‘
nŽ . w xand if the function G ?; l : L 0, T “ R gi¤en by‘
m
T
G x , l s l t g t , x t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH i i
0 is1
Ž .is quasicon¤ex at x with respect to F , then x is a global optimal solution of
Ž .CNP .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. For each x g F, conditions 22 and 23 imply G x, l F 0 s
Ž .G x, l . In view of the quasiconvexity of G at x, we deduce that
XG x , l; x y x F 0 ; x g F,Ž .x
that is,
m
T Xl t g t , x t ; x t y x t dt F 0 ; x g F.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH i i
0 is1
The rest of the proof follows by using the same arguments as in the
proof of the previous proposition.
5. SECOND-ORDER CONDITIONS
Ž .Considering a problem similar to CNP with twice continuously differ-
w xentiable data, Zalmai 16 proved sufficient conditions of optimality in
terms of the usual Hessian of the associated Lagrangean function. We aim
at extending his results for the case where the functions involved are of
class C1, 1, defined below. For this matter, we use the notion of second-order
w xgeneralized derivative due to Cominetti and Correa 3 . However, the
results we present here remain true if, instead of using the above notion of
generalized Hessian, we use any other notion available in the literature
with the same features. For different notions of generalized Hessians see,
w xfor instance, 1, 11, 14, 15 . The connections among several known second-
w xorder directional derivatives are discussed in 11 .
Before engaging in the optimality conditions, we recall some basic
w xnotation and results from 3 .
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Let Z be a Banach space. Let c : Z “ R and x g Z be given. The
generalized second-order directional deri¤ati¤e of c at x in the direction
Ž .u, ¤ g Z = Z is given by
c o o x ; u , ¤Ž .
c y q su q t¤ y c y q su y c y q t¤ q c yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s lim sup .
sty“x
s , t“0
c o o is allowed to eventually assume the values q‘ and y‘.
The generalized Hessian of c at x is defined to be the multifunction
2 Ž .› c x : Z “ Z* given by
2 ² : o o› c x u s x* g Z*: x*, ¤ F c x ; u , ¤ ;¤ g Z . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žw x.THEOREM 5.1 3 .
Ž . Ž . o oŽ . Ž o oŽ .a The function u, ¤ “ c x; u, ¤ is symmetric c x, u, ¤ s
o oŽ .. Ž .c x, ¤ , u and bisublinear sublinear in each ¤ariable separately .
Ž . o oŽ . Ž .b The map x “ c x; u, ¤ is upper semicontinuous u.s.c. at x for
Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .e¤ery u, ¤ g Z = Z, and the multifunction x “ › c x u is closed at x for
each fixed u g Z.
Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .c › c x u is con¤ex and w*-closed.
Ž . o oŽ . o oŽ . Ž .o oŽ .d c x; yu, ¤ s c x; u, y¤ s yc x; u, ¤ .
A function c is said to be of class C1, 1 on Z if for each x g Z, c is
Gateaux differentiable at x with a locally Lipschitz gradient.Ã
Žw x. 1, 1THEOREM 5.2. 3 . If c is of class C at x g Z, then
Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .a › c x u is nonempty.
Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .b › c x u is w*-compact and
o o ² :c x ; u , ¤ s max x*, ¤ ;Ž .
2 Ž .Ž .x*g› c x u
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .c x, u “ › c x u is upper semicontinuous.
Žw x. 1, 1LEMMA 5.3 3 . Suppose c is of class C on the closed line segment
w x x wx, y ; Z. Then there exists j in the open line segment x, y such that
1 2² : ² :c y g c x q =c x , y y x q › c j y y x , y y x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
2 Ž . Ž . o oŽ .We say that › c x is positi¤e definite p.d. if yc x, u, yu G 0
2 Ž .;u g Z. If the above inequality is strict for u / 0, then › c x is said to
Ž .be strictly positi¤e definite s.p.d. .
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For the rest of this section, we assume that the functions f and g , i g I,i
Ž .in CNP are Gateaux differentiable with respect to the second variable,Ã
Ž . Ž .and their partial derivatives, denoted by =f t, x and =g t, x , i g I,i
respectively, are locally Lipschitz. Actually, we assume that there exists a
w xfunction k g L 0, T such that1
5 5 5 5 w x=f t , y y =f t , z F k t y y z a.e. in 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 w x=g t , y y =g t , z F k t y y z a.e. in 0, T , i g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
for all y, z in a neighborhood of x.
Under these assumptions one can easily prove the following lemma.
mw xLEMMA 5.4. Let l g L 0, T be gi¤en. The Lagrangean function‘
Ž . n w x 1, 1L ?, l : L 0, T “ R is of class C .‘
Ž . Ž .Let = L x, l denote the Gateaux derivative of L ?, l at x, andÃx
2 Ž . Ž .› L x, l the generalized Hessian of L ?, l at x.x
We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of this
section.
mŽ . w x Ž .THEOREM 5.5. Let x, l g F = L 0, T . Assume that x, l satisfies‘
the first-order necessary optimality conditions,
Ž . Ž .i = L x, l s 0.x
Ž . Ž . w xii l t G 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I.i
Ž . Ž Ž .. w xiii l g t, x t s 0 a.e. in 0, T , i g I.i i
2 Ž .Assume also that the generalized Hessian › L x, l is s. p.d. Then x is a strictx
Ž . Ž . Žlocal minimum for CNP . Furthermore, if L ?, l is quasicon¤ex at x with
. Ž .respect to F , then x is a strict global minimum for CNP .
Proof. Suppose x is not a strict local minimum for the Lagrangean
Ž . Ž .function L ?, l on F. Then there exists x : F, x “ x, x / x, suchn n n
Ž . Ž .that L x , l F L x, l . Letn
x y xn
u s “ u.n 5 5x y xn
Ž . 1, 1It follows from Lemma 5.4 that L ?, l is of class C . Hence, from
x wLemma 5.3, for each n, there exists j g x, x such thatn n
² :L x , l y L x , l g = L x , l , x y xŽ . Ž . Ž .n x n
1 2² :q › L j , l x y x , x y x .Ž . Ž .x n n n2
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Ž .Since assumption i is in force, the above inclusion is equivalent to
2 L x , l y L x , lŽ . Ž .Ž .n 2² :a s g › L j , l u , u .Ž .n x n n n25 5x y xn
U 2 Ž .Ž .We have built sequences j “ x, u “ u, and x g › L j , l u ,n n n x n n
² U : Žsuch that a s x , u F 0. By Theorem 5.2, we can suppose by takingn n n
U 2. Ž . Ž .Ž .subsequences, if necessary that x converges to some x* g › L x, l u .n x
U o o² : ² : Ž .It follows that x*, u s lim x , u F 0, which implies yL x, l; u, yun n
2 Ž .F 0. This is a contradiction of the fact that › L x, l is s.p.d. Hence, x isx
Ž . Ž .a strict local minimum of L x, l on F, which, under assumptions ii and
Ž . Ž .iii , readily implies that x is a strict local minimum of CNP . The
quasiconvexity hypothesis on the Lagrangean function easily implies the
Ž .strict global optimality of x for CNP .
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